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ABSTRACT

As markets demand engineered products faster, waiting on the cyclical design processes of the past is not an option. Instead, industry is turning to concurrent design and interdisciplinary teams. When these teams collaborate, engineering CAD tools play a vital role in conceptualizing and validating designs. These tools require significant user investment to master, due to challenging interfaces and an overabundance of features. These challenges often prohibit team members from using these tools for exploring designs. This work presents a method allowing users to interact with a design using intuitive gestures and head tracking, all while keeping the model in a CAD format. Specifically, Siemens’ Teamcenter® Lifecycle Visualization Mockup (Mockup) was used to display design geometry while modifications were made through a set of gestures captured by a Microsoft Kinect™ in real time. This proof of concept program allowed a user to rotate the scene, activate Mockup’s immersive menu, move the immersive wand, and manipulate the view based on head position.

This work also evaluates gesture usability and task completion time for this proof of concept system. A cognitive model evaluation method was used to evaluate the premise that gesture-based user interfaces are easier to use and learn with regards to time than a traditional mouse and keyboard interface. Using a cognitive model analysis tool allowed the rapid testing of interaction concepts without the significant overhead of user studies and full development cycles. The analysis demonstrated that using the Kinect™ is a feasible interaction mode for CAD/CAE programs. In addition, the analysis pointed out limitations in the gesture interfaces ability to compete time wise with easily accessible customizable menu options.
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Purpose of Work

The overall goal of the work is to fuse low cost commodity tools and an existing computer-aided design (CAD) package to quickly evaluate new interaction concepts that go beyond the mouse and keyboard for engineering design software. For the work, the prototype system is evaluated for feasibility against traditional interaction modes using the natural goals, operators, methods, and selection language (NGOMSL) to avoid a costly user study on a proof of concept system.

Motivation

Designing and validating new products like aircraft and machinery rely heavily on engineering tools. Tools like computer aided design (CAD) and computer aided engineering (CAE) often drive the design process and are integral in product development [1]. While these tools are very effective at creating, modifying, and evaluating designs, they can be very cumbersome to use [2]. Low cost commodity interaction devices like the Kinect™ and Leap Motion™ could help improve CAD and CAE tools by introducing user centered interface design principles seen traditionally in virtual reality [3–8].

Combining low cost interaction devices with engineering tools has the possibility to simplify interfaces, improve user interaction, increase understanding of designs, and allow increased participation in the design process [9, 10]. However, incorporating low cost interaction devices into CAD and CAE does introduce fundamental changes to the user experience. Change of this magnitude requires improvements in small stages, with continuous
evaluation along the way. Towards this end, creating a proof of concept prototype systems allows identifying, testing, and refining key interface elements for engineering software that go beyond the mouse and keyboard. Evaluation throughout the process in stages saves time and increases the likelihood of a system that is ready for full user testing.

The commodity interaction tools market is extremely fluid with new devices rapidly entering the market. As a result, potential devices need to be evaluated quickly. Timely evaluation is required to match pace with the new ideas continually introduced. Evaluation of devices will aid in generating requirements for creating a system that shifts to a new interaction paradigm for CAD and CAE, beyond the mouse and keyboard.

Along with traditional mouse and keyboard interfaces there is also the traditional mode of evaluation. Evaluation is commonly performed on fully functioning systems. Building and evaluating a fully functioning system, however, requires significant resources to program, test, recruit users, and analyze. By the time any testing or analysis is done changes can become expensive and time consuming. In addition, with commodity devices, any lengthy evaluation becomes obsolete. By the time results are prepared, a new model, often with many new features, is available. The goal of quick evaluation necessitates building and testing programs in a short amount of time. To accomplish this the authors advocate building proof of concept prototype systems with a few key features and evaluating them using existing usability methods. For concept evaluation the authors focused on cognitive modeling methods. Cognitive modeling provides the opportunity to quickly and cheaply evaluate concepts, ensuring the ability to evaluate a wider range of options than with traditional methods [11].
Overall, engineering CAD tools play a central role in designing and evaluating products. However, the ease of use of these tools is generally poor and limited to dated mouse and keyboard interaction. The work presented in this paper evaluates in terms of usability a proof of concept solution that integrates low cost interaction devices and CAD/CAE using cognitive modeling tools using a fast and agile method.

Thesis Organization

For the work presented in this thesis there are two main contributions. The first involves developing a proof of concept prototype system that integrates the requirements outlined above. The second contribution is the usability analysis of the system compared with the existing engineering software user interface.

Chapter 3 is a paper written on the work and published in the ASME IDETC/CIE 2014 conference in Buffalo, New York. The paper focuses mainly on the technical development of the prototype system and the devices used. In this section, there is also extensive background on the justifications for each component required for the program and how it adds the end goal of a usable prototype.

Chapter 4 is a paper submitted to The Journal of Computing and Information Science in Engineering (JCISE). This section focuses mainly on the task analysis method used to evaluate the prototype system against the current engineering software user interface. This chapter also provides supporting evidence and justification for the gesture to function mapping. Chapter 5 discusses the conclusions of the work and Chapter 6 future work on the prototype.
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND

Previous research relating to the work in this paper is distributed into six main areas: 1) research on team use of technology, 2) the benefits of VR, 3) natural user interfaces (NUIs), 4) gestures for 3D manipulation, 5) low cost interaction devices and 6) Goals, Operators, Methods, and Selection cognitive modeling. Work in each of these areas influenced the building and evaluation of the immersive low cost user-friendly design review prototype presented in this paper.

Teams and Technology

Design teams today are increasingly made up of interdisciplinary backgrounds. Swink et al. points out that in today’s world concurrent design is needed to meet customer demands and to keep a company profitable in the fast paced international market [1]. As a result, companies are favoring concurrent design, leading to interdisciplinary teams. These teams need effective tools that allow them to communicate and understand each aspect of the design process [2], [3], helping them review designs and assemble strategies to pinpoint potential roadblocks.

The necessity for tools of this nature has not escaped researchers. There exist numerous examples of research looking for ways to help teams collaborate and communicate. Liveboard is an example of one such tool. It was a device developed to display information on a larger more input friendly screen [4]. Use of the device was targeted at situations where simple desktop interactions fell short. Results point to people viewing these devices as helpful and worthwhile tools. However, the researchers found while people want a device that helps them communicate, if using the device is challenging they are not willing to spend time trouble shooting in a group environment.
Bouchlaghem et al. presents an example of tools helping interdisciplinary teams in Architecture, Engineering and Construction [5]. Their research focused on an integrated visualization tool for project information, such as blue prints, CAD models and design mockups. They found that a common tool helped conceptual designers work collaboratively and communicate ideas. The tool facilitated planning amongst the groups and served as a consulting tool in meetings with customers. In the end, the easy to use tool helped bridge the gap between designers and builders.

Work presented by Zhong et al. details a system that helps collaborators exchange ideas and coordinate their efforts on a project [6]. The use cases involving the system show its value at aiding communication between team members. The system proved helpful at preventing conflicts during design conceptualization phases though product implementation.

Based on previous work, it is evident researchers recognize the need for tools that help facilitate interactions with design information. Research points to the importance of making tools intuitive and accessible. This involves moving beyond mouse and keyboard interaction for engineering tools. Identifying and investigating elements of a program that help users escape the limited traditional interaction approach will lower the barrier of entry to effective design review with CAD and CAE tools. As more research is performed the resultant outcomes will allow recommendations to be made regarding the meshing of low cost tools and engineering design programs.
Benefits of Virtual Reality

What makes VR attractive to academia and industry is the features and experiences that are difficult or impossible to replicate in the physical world. Examples include, exploring how a new aircraft design will fit on an existing carrier before building a physical prototype, virtually walking though a factory to identify design flaws before breaking ground, or practicing a dangerous or complex assembly process before ever stepping in a work cell. These types of interactions can be invaluable to a team of product designers. It allows them to see and experiment with their design in ways that are time consuming, cost prohibitive or impossible to enact in real life. These abilities, mixed with CAD and CAE, provide enormous potential. Berta [7] takes an in-depth look at the potential benefits to industry if VR and CAD / CAE integration becomes reality. These include: 1) using VR principles to create simpler interfaces for casual users, 2) receiving CAD accuracy along with part information, and 3) the immersion and sense of “presence” that comes with VR. Immersion is defined as the perception that one is completely enveloped by or pulled into the virtual environment and presence is the feeling of physically being in the virtual environment [8, 9]. However, implementing CAD / CAE and VR integration proves difficult. Challenges listed by Berta mainly stem from the transfer between CAD and VR packages. These challenges include loss of geometry, topology, semantics and behaviors.

In addition to the challenges with conversion, there is also the challenge of VR adoption. While VR can be very beneficial to many divisions within a company [10], these systems are traditionally large and costly installations that serve a specific purpose. This is a considerable barrier for VR adoption. Even a large company can only afford a limited number of these
systems, not enough for the numerous interdisciplinary teams that could benefit. One of the main goals of these large expensive systems is immersion. Bowman and McMahan find that large scale VR provides nearly full immersion, but in some cases full immersion is not always necessary to reap the benefits of VR [11].

McMahan et al. further investigates immersion and the link it has to six degree of freedom (6 DOF) manipulation tasks. In a study conducted the level of immersion is controlled by turning stereo on or off and using one or three computer assisted virtual environment or CAVE™ walls. Participants were asked to perform a task using one of three interaction devices while head tracked. They found interaction devices have more influence on participant completion time and errors than immersion level [12]. In their discussion they interpret these results as meaning that one can receive the same benefits of large VR systems using less costly displays combined with head tracking and 6 DOF input devices. While the results conclude that full immersion benefits are not tied to large-scale VR environments, they neglect to pinpoint what degree of immersion is enough. They also do not discuss what components besides stereo and number of screens contributes to increasing user presence in a system.

While a full VR system is not necessary to provide the user with a sense of immersion, certain components of VR do need to be present. Barfield finds that head tracking plays an important role in the presence of users in a system [13].

Gruchalla provides another look at how VR can help with immersion [14]. In the study, participants planned a new well path in a mature oil field. Participants did this using either a stereoscopic desktop display or a head tracked stereoscopic cave automatic virtual environment (CAVE™) display.
Background research on VR suggests lower cost systems can provide users with some of the same immersive benefits seen in large-scale systems. As long as users can manipulate and interact with models, they can build a more sound mental model of complex 3D parts. The guidelines of immersion and low cost VR play a central role in the method development of the proof of concept program presented in this paper.

Natural User Interfaces

As pointed out by McMahan et al. the interaction mode can be just as important as the display hardware. Some of the biggest detractors to CAD / CAE program usability stems from interface deficiencies. As natural user interfaces (NUIs) have become commonplace, much research has been done to examine their potential.

Kosmadoudi et al. proposes using games to help users better understand software programs [15]. But Ju et al. takes a step closer to addressing the need for improving interaction between the user and the program [16]. They ran participants in a study evaluating a number of physical objects like springs, joysticks, and a gyrobox that were assigned to functions in the modeling software like rotate, zoom, and extrude. After using the tools participants were asked a series of questions about how they perceived the usability of the tools.

Francese et al. published research using the Wiimote and Kinect, both low cost devices, to help people explore Bing maps [17]. Participants in the study navigated maps and their reactions were recorded. Results of the study showed that motion control devices increased the users’ sense of immersion and presence. In addition, participants who used the low cost devices adapted to an expert level of control, moving around the map faster than other users.
Shratuddin and Wong studied limitations of standard interaction techniques and identified weaknesses in current design processes [18]. They point out that current graphical user interfaces (GUIs) limit creativity and lock users into a linear design process. To combat this, the researchers developed a program that allowed a user to collaboratively design and manipulate components in a virtual world using intuitive gestures.

Work by Purschke et al. is an example of an engineering application used at Volkswagen to aid in the conceptual design of cars [19]. The program uses gestures, through data glove inputs, to manipulate views of a 3D model as well as change material properties.

Fiorentino et al. 2012 took an in depth look at NUIs. The work highlighted the difficulty and complications associated with CAD interfaces. They set out to create a system that let a user explore a CAD model through augmented reality and technical drawings. The authors performed a user study validating that NUIs help users become proficient and comfortable with a software program more quickly than without [20].

Tumkor et al. recognizes the ability of low cost interaction devices to improve interaction and collaboration in design [21]. For the work they use two Kinect sensors to allow users to explore and dismantle SolidWorks™ CAD models using hand poses. To evaluate the system the researchers conducted a user study measuring task completion time to constrain and assemble a design. From the study they found that performing some tasks though the SolidWorks™ interface were faster using gestures, but for the majority of tasks a mouse was still the most efficient. Based on the study the researchers concluded that hand-gesture recognition systems do hold promise for interacting with CAD systems, however user interface
changes are necessary to free the user from the traditional menu navigation in order to reap the benefits of gestures.

Nanjundaswamy et al. create a system that incorporates gestures, brain-computer interface, and speech to make interactions with CAD systems more intuitive [22]. They combine these three elements to move interaction with CAD systems beyond a standard mouse and keyboard. To evaluate the system they conduct a preliminary human factors study using their interface in Google Sketchup. For the study they looked at the effort required to create the model, noted the users preferred way to accomplish a task, and recorded limitations encountered by users.

Song et al. developed a system for interacting with CAD models using gaze and finger control [23]. The system is aimed at tackling one of the drawbacks to gesture systems, user fatigue. To build and test their system they identify three primary CAD tasks translation, rotation, and zooming. From here they carry out user testing measuring the time to acquire information and task completion time. At the end of the study they also conduct user interviews to gauge the intuitiveness of the system compared with traditional mouse and keyboard interaction. Results for task completion time were mixed; some tasks were faster using a mouse but others the gestures were more efficient. Results from the interviews suggested that users found the gestures much more intuitive for carrying out the tasks compared to the mouse and keyboard. However, in terms of comfort users on average reported that they found the mouse and keyboard interaction to be more comfortable.

This research illustrates how CAD and CAE programs would benefit from NUIs incorporating low cost, commodity interaction technologies. Towards this goal of accessibility
NUIs are promising, which is why they are the basis for the proof of concept interface presented.

Natural User Interfaces for 3D Manipulation

With the introduction of devices like the Kinect™ and the increase in computing power, the hardware for gesture recognition has become commoditized. The potential of this technology has not gone unnoticed by the research community. Unfortunately though, researchers who create these systems tend to focus on high recognition rates and do not consider the usability of gestures [24]. For the work presented, the authors drew on previous publications in 3D gesture interaction to guide the development of a gesture based user interface (UI). Based on the literature review, gestures were assigned to actions accordingly, taking into account the needs of the user in terms of understanding and usability.

Lee et al. looked at developing gestures to control content displayed on a television screen [25]. They used Wizard-of-Oz studies to develop gesture sets and allow user evaluation of gestures. Wizard-of-Oz studies prompt participants to perform a certain action, in this case a gesture, to complete an assigned task. The Wizard portion of the study involves the facilitator who actually completes the action the user was instructed to using the standard interface. Wizard-of-Oz studies for the work by Lee et al. allowed them to focus on the user interaction component and not be limited by the technology available. Though their studies they found that eliciting user input in this manner provided helpful insight for the creation of more intuitive gestures, by focusing more on how users would complete a task and less about how well a system would capture a certain gesture.
Park et al. investigated using gestures for manipulating models on screen [26]. A custom viewer was built to load geometry and allow a user, though a simple set of gestures, to manipulate models. They did not do a formal user study on the gestures or illicit user feedback. However, the gestures they used for their system were in line with recommendations in research literature, especially for the rotate gesture.

Sabir et al. recognized the need for simpler more intuitive interfaces when viewing 3D models [27]. They developed a system that allowed biologists to explore molecular structures. The researchers conducted a user study that elicited usability feedback on the system. Overall, the users were receptive and enthusiastic. However, from the results the researchers found that switching “modes” in the software was challenging for novice users.

Fikkert et al. researched gestures for use with large displays [28]. Their study found that users consider tapping or clicking to trigger a feature an intuitive gesture. Results also indicated that to keep interfaces simple for users duplicate gestures for activating and deactivating a feature is recommended.

Gallo et al. explored using free hand navigation to control medical imaging data using a KinectTM [29]. In their work they used gestures for manipulating medical models. Gestures used by Gallo et al. to manipulate the medical models were similar to other gestures seen in literature for manipulation tasks such as rotate and zoom.

The literature review above on interaction modes for this paper focused on free hand 3D object manipulation work. This ensured that gestures used in the researchers program were applicable to the action assigned to the gesture and intuitive for users. Work by the surveyed authors reinforced the decisions made by the researchers on assigning gestures to functions in
the prototype program presented. Elements incorporated in this work from previous research aims to ensure the gestures match what users expect interaction wise from a program for specific functions.

Low Cost Interaction Devices

Several commodity low cost devices were considered for the prototype developed. These devices were placed under consideration due their helping accomplish the overall goals laid out in the introduction section. Devices considered were the Kinect™, Wimote™, and the Leap Motion™. Discussed below are the device specifications and how they relate to the project. For each device, characteristics that further the project goals are highlighted while the detracting features are also discussed.

The Wiimote™ released with the Nintendo Wii™ gaming system in 2006 [30] is considered a pioneer in the motion gaming market. The device contains an accelerometer, D-pad, gyroscope, and infrared sensor. Feature wise the device shared many of the same characteristics as traditional gaming controllers, but came with the additional infrared (IR) sensor for motion capture gaming. The motion-capturing feature of the device relies on an IR emitter bar and a IR receiver implanted in the controller. With the hand held controller the user can make motions, which are then represented on screen. This is done thought he controller receiver relationship. The sensor bar contains a number of infrared lights and based on the distance and rotation of these seen by the controller the potion relative to the emitter bar can be calculated. This data allows for the transforming of player body movements into on screen action. While pioneering when first released the Wiimote™ technology compared to others
available is somewhat dated and limited. Holding a physical controller greatly limits interaction options, which is not ideal for the work.

The Microsoft Kinect™ was released in 2010 as a controller less gaming device and heralded as the future of computer based interaction [31]. Version one of the device for Windows was made up of RGB and IR cameras. The Kinect™ version one has a maximum camera resolution of 1280x960 and captures at a maximum of 30 frames per second [32]. This allowed the device to make out user movements in a zone approximately 4 to 8 meters away from the camera. Initially the Kinect™ was only released for the Xbox gaming device, however due to its popularity a Windows version was released along with a developer SDK. Not long after releasing the device developers gained direct access to the information recorded by its RGB and depth cameras. This opened up a number of options. No longer were developers limited to the Microsoft SDK. With this freedom developers set off to utilize the Kinect™ for purposes beyond gaming. The low cost of the device, $150, made it ideal for research. Developers set to work creating programs that could recognize various gestures and other user actions. These kits were released to the public or were made available for purchase. The ease of developing with the Kinect™ made it popular not only in research but in independent developer circles as well. As a result, the Kinect™ provided considerable developer support with a range of SDKs to select from. The distance and controllerlessness of the Kinect™ lent itself well to large group spaces. In addition, the capture range allowed for a number of gesture options. The device could be used to capture full body or arm gestures. However, one detractor to the Kinect™ is its limited resolution. While the device is proficient at collecting large
sweeping motions, its limited resolution prevents capturing finer hand motions. This can create a problem with prolonged use, since the user can become fatigued.

The third device under consideration for the research presented in this paper was the Leap Motion™ [33]. The device was first released to the public in 2013 and retails for $79.99. The LEAP Motion is a desktop device that combines optical and IR tracking to capture a user’s hand and finger movements with surprising precision [34]. Unlike the other two devices mentioned above, the LEAP has the ability to capture fine hand and finger movements, allowing more precise control. However, this increased accuracy comes with tradeoff in tracking area. While devices like the Wiimote and Kinect can capture whole body movements, the LEAP is limited to a desktop size tracking area.

The Microsoft Kinect™ was selected as the low cost immersion device for the proof of concept system after surveying the available devices. Selection of the Kinect™ was made based on the maturity of the technology along with the wide development support base. In addition the ability of the Kinect™ to get designers up and out of the traditional desktop design environment intrigued the researchers. The biggest reservation the researchers had when selecting the Kinect™ was the low resolution. However because Microsoft recognized the market potential of the device and announced plans to continue development in the form of the more accurate second generation Kinect™, the researchers believe that the technology limitations will be short lived. As a result, the researchers determined that the Kinect™ provided the greatest flexibility when trying to design and test a system that branches out from the traditional mouse and keyboard desktop interaction.
Cognitive Modeling Using the GOMS Family

There are a number of cognitive modeling methods developed by academics and industry alike. One such family of modeling methods adopted by those who work in the engineering field is Goals, Operators, Methods, and Selections (GOMS). The GOMS family of methods is well suited to the type of sequential and hierarchal interfaces found in engineering applications, like CAD / CAE. The GOMS family of models consists of a number of variants. Each variant is geared towards a specific use case.

The GOMS method is popular in engineering circles for evaluating user interfaces. This family of models is fairly extensible. Existing literature uses the model for validating and testing interfaces from text to gestures. The research by Eisert et al. is such an example [35]. For the work, Eisert et al. used the GOMS-KLM method to predict task completion time for different gesture interfaces in an automobile. They used the models to investigate the tradeoffs in completion time based on interface position in the vehicle. Based on the results of the modeling process a hypothesis was developed about where users would prefer the gesture interface. The researchers found that the user study results matched the hypothesis generated by the cognitive model validating the use of GOMS before user testing. This approach allowed designers to test interfaces with minimum time and user resources. They also helped identify deficiencies before users became involved.

The work by Gray et al. illustrates a large case study using GOMS in a business setting [36]. The researchers compared interfaces for telephone company toll and assistance operators as they were investigating claims by operators about a slow and frustrating new interface. After conducting a GOMS analysis they found that the proposed new interface was actually much
slower than the original. The new slow interface would have cost the company two million dollars a year in lost productivity. The study showed the value of cognitive models such as GOMS. If the company had conducted a GOMS analysis they could have prevented the purchase of the software.

While GOMS analysis is a powerful tool, selecting the proper variation is imperative to receive meaningful results. John and Kieras compiled a guide to selecting a GOMS type model based on a modeler’s specific needs [37]. This guide aided the work presented in this paper by highlighting the strengths of each model and selection aspects to consider. Traditional GOMS is limited because it only models expert users who are already familiar with the interface, whereas NGOMSL takes into account learning time for novice users. Kieras and the Handbook of Human Computer Interaction detail the steps required when performing a NGOMSL analysis [38, 39].

Parsons et al. uses a variation of NGOMSL to predict task completion time for a gesture user interface between an assistive robot and those with severe spinal cord injuries [40]. The researchers wanted to test out various user interface configurations, and wanted to model the interface to make sure it was as complete as possible before gathering participants. To accomplish this goal they developed a NGOMSL model to test and predict the performance of different UI configurations. They then tested this model against participants. They found their model to be incredibly accurate when compared to the study results. The error between modeled and predicted results was less than ten percent in most cases. From their results, the authors concluded that task analysis models like NGOMSL were accurate predictors of user interface performance when applied in the correct context.
Another example of NGOMSL used for task analysis is by Lee and Koubek [41]. The researchers extended the NGOMSL model to use between multiple users. This work showed the extensibility of the NGOMSL language and its usability beyond standard GUI interfaces.

Mohan et al. uses NGOMSL to model a user interface for soccer playing robots [42]. The researchers took advantage of the learning rate factor in NGOMSL to estimate task completion time for trouble shooting problems with robots. The NGOMSL model helped them review their interface before they put it into use. Modeling user interaction provided an advantage since valuable time evaluating an actual competition did not have to occur. Modeling the interface translated to a competitive edge, since the cognitive model allowed them to pinpoint trouble spots before the competition.

Based on the guide, for this work the Natural Goals, Operators, Methods, and Selections Language (NGOMSL) method was selected. This model builds upon traditional GOMS by allowing a modeler to take learning into account. This learning factor was attractive for the work presented in this paper because the user interface is novel and will require user learning. For the application in this paper, the researchers believed that NGOMSL, with the learning factor, provides the most accurate representation for the use case. The researchers followed these steps and equations outlined in the sources above when constructing the model. Overall, the NGOMSL model allows the authors to evaluate and identify prototype features that are promising interface options without having the costly overhead associated with a full user study.
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CHAPTER 3: A NATURAL USER INTERFACE FOR IMMERSIVE DESIGN REVIEW

Forward

This paper was originally published in the proceedings of the ASME 2014 International Design and Engineering Technical Conferences & Information in Engineering Conference. The paper was titled “A Natural User Interface for Immersive Design Review.” The formatting of the paper has been modified to fit with the rest of the thesis. The contents have not been altered.

Abstract

As markets demand engineered products faster, waiting on the cyclical design processes of the past is not an option. Instead, industry is turning to concurrent design and interdisciplinary teams. When these teams collaborate, engineering CAD tools play a vital role in conceptualizing and validating designs. These tools require significant user investment to master, due to challenging interfaces and an overabundance of features. These challenges often prohibit team members from using these tools for exploring alternatives. This paper presents a method allowing users to interact with a design using intuitive gestures and head tracking, all while keeping the model in a CAD format. Specifically, Siemens’ Teamcenter® Lifecycle Visualization Mockup (Mockup) was used to display the design geometry while modifications were made through a set of gestures captured by a Microsoft Kinect™ in real time. This proof of concept program allowed a user to rotate the scene, activate Mockup’s immersive menu, move the immersive wand, and manipulate the view based on head position. The result is an immersive user-friendly low cost platform for interdisciplinary design review.
Introduction

Designing and validating new products like aircraft and machinery rely heavily on engineering tools. While these tools are very effective at creating, modifying, and evaluating designs, they can be very cumbersome to learn for all except practiced experts. CAD packages in general are dominated by a hierarchical approach for creating model representations [1]. This approach is often confusing to inexperienced or casual CAD users.

With the recent emphasis on interdisciplinary design teams [2], those unaccustomed to CAD interfaces are forced to deal with engineering tools to help evaluate designs. The significant learning curve and stigma of difficulty associated with navigating engineering software creates a significant hurdle for reviewing designs thoroughly. In addition, even if non-engineering users wanted to familiarize themselves with CAD technology, they most likely do not have time, resources, or access to these types of software tools. In light of this, a design team often becomes reliant on a subset of its members to drive changes. This limits other group members’ ability to explore and review these changes. Limits on the members lead to a sub-optimal functioning team as well as design output.

Due to the lack of user centered design principles in many CAD interfaces, user navigation challenges do not come as a surprise [3, 4]. A way to deal with the deficiencies in CAD interfaces is to incorporate user-centered design principles seen in many VR applications [5 – 7]. In addition, VR aids immersion through head tracking and provides more intuitive interaction modes [8, 9]. This immersion gives the user a more complete mental model of the design, improving understanding and evaluation ability. VR systems though are often expensive and require considerable preparation work to load models and maintain the system, not to
mention the space and setup requirements. Large-scale VR systems are custom solutions tailored to the installations specific physical space and not easily moved or repurposed. The custom nature of each system, the space requirements, and cost make deploying traditional large VR systems challenging. As a result, many companies that invest in VR have limited facilities. These limited resources cannot support numerous dispersed teams that could benefit from more user-friendly evaluation tools.

Even though VR is becoming more affordable and easy to implement, it is still another tool inserted into a crowded well-established workflow. VR programs for design review add additional expensive software/hardware to purchase and maintain to already budget conscientious departments.

In addition, VR does not often use the same file formats as CAD programs. CAD program file types contain boundary representation (b-rep) data. B-rep based files contain information on the topology and exact geometry of the model. Exact dimensions and surface relations allow designers to modify and evaluate models in engineering software packages. Converting from a CAD format to a VR format produces a tessellated model. Tessellated model geometry is specified by a series of vertex points. Therefore the file longer contains the topology information or the exact geometry. Measurements taken from the tessellated format are only as exact as the tessellation granularity. Accuracy of the tessellation is not exact enough for the majority of engineering applications. Also, changes to the model are challenging since all operations must be done on a vertex-by-vertex basis. Converting between file types results in a loss of important engineering data stored in CAD files. Not only does CAD geometry need to be converted into a VR format, but also any changes proposed in the VR package need to be
reimplemented in CAD after a design review, due to the limitations of VR formats. Tools are needed to bridge this gap for design reviews between CAD and VR to allow manipulation of geometry in a user-friendly environment.

Overall, engineering CAD tools play a central role in designing and evaluating products. However, the ease of use of these tools is generally poor for non-everyday users, creating a barrier for truly effective immersive interdisciplinary design review. The work presented in this paper takes steps towards a solution combining the best of both worlds. This research presents a medium for performing design reviews in a program that can display CAD information, eliminating conversion loss and the need for another expensive tool. The work takes steps towards a solution that addresses pitfalls associated with CAD by integrating the VR principles of gesture-based controls and head tracking. These principles allow the user to develop a better mental model of the design, thus helping them understand and identify possible issues early on in the design process.

Background

Previous research relating to the work in this paper is scattered into three main areas; research on team use of technology, the benefits of VR, and natural user interfaces (NUIs). Work in each of these areas influenced the building of the immersive low cost user-friendly design review prototype presented in this paper.
Teams and Technology

Design teams today are increasingly made up of interdisciplinary backgrounds. Swink et al. points out in today’s world concurrent design is needed to meet customer demands and to keep a company profitable in the fast paced international market [10]. As a result, companies are favoring concurrent design, leading to interdisciplinary teams. These teams need effective tools that allow them to communicate and understand each aspect of the design process [11, 12]; helping them review designs and assemble strategies to pinpoint potential roadblocks.

The necessity for tools of this nature has not escaped researchers. There exist numerous examples of past research looking for ways to help teams collaborate and communicate. For example Liveboard, a device developed to display information on a larger more input friendly screen [13]. Use of the device was targeted at situations where simple desktop interactions fell short. Results point to people viewing these devices as helpful and worthwhile tools. However, the researchers found while people want a device that helps them communicate, if using the device is challenging they are not willing to spend time trouble shooting in a group environment.

Bouchlaghem et al. presents an example of tools helping interdisciplinary teams in Architecture, Engineering and Construction [14]. Their research focused on an integrated visualization tool for project information, such as blue prints, CAD models and design mockups. They found that a common tool helped conceptual designers work collaboratively and communicate ideas. The tool facilitated planning amongst the groups and served as a consulting tool in meetings with customers. In the end, the easy to use tool helped bridge the gap between designers and builders by keeping them on the same page.
Work presented by Zhong et al. details a system that helps collaborators exchange ideas and coordinate their efforts on a project [15]. The use cases involving the system show its value at aiding communication between team members. The system proved helpful at preventing conflicts during the design conceptualization phase all the way though product implementation.

Based on previous work, it is evident researchers recognize the need for tools that help facilitate interactions with design information in a group setting. Research points to the importance of making tools intuitive and accessible for all team members. This involves taking steps towards going beyond regular mouse and keyboard interaction for engineering tools. Identifying and investigating elements of a program that help users escape the limited traditional interaction approach will lower the barrier of entry to effective design review with CAD tools. As the work matures the result will allow all members of a team to work together and contribute during a design review.

**Benefits of Virtual Reality**

What makes VR attractive to academia and industry is it provides users experiences that are difficult or impossible to replicate in the physical world. This type of interaction can be invaluable to a team of product designers. It allows them to see and experiment with their design in ways that are too dangerous or cost prohibitive in real life. This VR ability mixed with CAD provides great potential. Berta [16] takes an in-depth look at the potential benefits to industry if VR and CAD integration becomes reality. Benefits to integration include: 1) using VR principles to create simpler interfaces for casual users, 2) receiving CAD accuracy along with part information, (e.g., dimensions, kinematics etc.), and 3) the immersion and sense of “presence” that comes with VR. Where immersion is defined as the perception that one is
completely enveloped by or pulled into the virtual environment and presence is the feeling physically being in the virtual environment [17, 18]. However, implementing CAD and VR integration proves difficult. Challenges listed by Berta mainly stem from the transfer between CAD and VR packages. These challenges include loss of geometry, topology, semantics (i.e. object names, dimensions, constraints, etc.), and behaviors.

In addition to the challenges with conversion, there is also the challenge of VR adoption. While VR can be very beneficial to many divisions within a company [19], VR systems are traditionally large and costly installations that serve a specific purpose. These traditional installations provide users with the sense of immersion and presence but at a significant cost. This is a considerable barrier for VR adoption. Even a large company can only afford a limited number of these systems, not enough for the numerous interdisciplinary teams that could benefit. One of the main goals of these large expensive systems is immersion. Bowman and McMahan find that large scale VR provides nearly full immersion, but in some cases full immersion is not always necessary to reap the benefits of VR [20].

McMahan et al. further investigates immersion and the link it has to six degree of freedom (6 DOF) manipulation tasks. In the study they control the level of immersion by turning stereo on or off and using one or three cave walls. The researchers ask the participants to perform a task using one of three interaction devices while head tracked. They find interaction devices have more influence on participant completion time and errors than immersion level [21]. In their discussion they interpret these results as meaning that one can receive the same benefits of large VR systems using less costly displays combined with head tracking and 6 DOF input devices. While the results conclude that full immersion benefits are not tied to large-scale VR
environments, they neglect to pinpoint what degree of immersion is enough. They also do not discuss what components besides stereo and number of screens contributes to increasing user presence in a system.

While a full VR system is not necessary to provide the user with a sense of immersion, certain components of VR do need to be present. Barfield finds that head tracking plays an important role in the presence of users in a system [22]. In the study, participants view a bent wire with some combination of stereo and head tracking on or off and then select the corresponding 2D image on paper. Study results indicate head tracking and stereo does not help the users correctly determine the 2D wire image but it does increase their presence, or feeling of immersion.

Gruchalla provides another look at how VR can help with immersion [23]. In the study, participants plan a new well path in a mature oil field. Participants plan a well using a stereoscopic desktop display or a head tracked stereoscopic CAVE display. Participants using the CAVE found more correct paths and perform faster than those who merely used the stereo display without head tracking. According to the authors the results indicate VR environments can help users develop a more accurate understanding of complex 3D environments.

Background research on VR suggests lower cost systems can provide users with some of the same immersive benefits seen in large-scale systems. As long as users can manipulate and interact with models, they can build a more sound mental model of complex 3D parts. The guidelines of immersion and low cost VR play a central role in the program developed for the work in this paper.
Natural User Interfaces

As pointed out by McMahan et al. the interaction mode can be just as important as the display hardware. Some of the biggest detractors to CAD program usability stems from interface deficiencies. As natural user interfaces (NUIs) have become commonplace, much research has been done to examine their potential.

Kosmadoudi et al. proposes using games to help users better understand the programs [24]. But Ju et al. takes a step closer to addressing the need for improving interaction between the user and the program [25]. Ju et al. creates physical tools and maps them to the corresponding actions in the software.

Francese et al. published research using low cost tools to help people explore Bing maps [26]. Participants in the study navigate and react to images on screen. Results of the study show that motion control devices help increase the users’ sense of immersion and presence in a program. In addition, participants who used the Wiimote and Kinect adapted to an expert level of control, moving around the map faster than other users.

Shratuddin and Wong study limitations of standard interaction techniques. The work does a good job of identifying weaknesses in the current design process [27]. They point out that current GUIs limit creativity and lock users into a linear design process. To combat this, researchers develop a program that allows the user to collaboratively design and manipulate components in a virtual world using intuitive gestures.

Work by Purschke et al. is an example of an engineering application used at Volkswagen to aid in the conceptual design of cars [28]. The program uses gestures and glove input which allows a user to manipulate views and material choices inside the model. They try and solve the
problem of lack of CAD data in VR by using ACIS and integrating it into the VR system for areas that need exact representations.

Fiorentino et al. 2012 takes a more in depth look, using a study to benchmark some of the benefits of NUIs. They highlight the difficulty and complications associated with using CAD interfaces. They set out to create a system that lets the user explore a CAD model through augmented reality and technical drawings. The authors perform a user study validating that NUIs help users become proficient and comfortable with a program. Study participants took only on average 20 minutes with the program before they felt comfortable [29].

Fiorentino et al. 2013 describes a program where users conduct a design review using the STEP files paired with augmented reality information. They use intuitive gestures to let users manipulate the scene and explore models. They found that users were able to get up to speed quickly [30].

So far the background has focused on the building blocks for combining VR and CAD, but no program assembles the pieces and tries to address the road map laid out by Berta [16]. The main takeaway from the background research conducted is that CAD needs to be made more accessible for use in interdisciplinary design reviews. Towards this goal of accessibility NUIs are promising, which is why they are the basis for the work presented. In addition to the accessibility goal, when building a program one needs to make it easy to use, affordable and immersive. This would enable a wide range of disciplinary experts to gain a greater understanding of a current design iteration without feeling pressure in a group setting. Affordability is also important since the program should be available for use by many design teams to see benefits. Lastly, highlighted principles of immersion are required so users can
develop a more complete mental model of the design to make more intelligent decisions. Research presented in this paper uses these requirements as a guide. This work combines and builds upon previous research to create an immersive user-friendly low cost prototype for interdisciplinary design review.

Methodology – Program Overview

Work presented in this paper takes steps towards combining the benefits of VR and CAD into a prototype for immersive design reviews. The project uses Siemens’ Teamcenter Visualization Mockup to display the models. Control of the package is provided to the user via gestures and tracking.

The project is composed of three major components: the code developed by Siemens in collaboration with the researchers, code developed by the researchers at Iowa State University and the commercial hardware used to capture the users movements. The chain of events leading to a user seeing a change in Mockup starts when the motion hardware, in this case a Kinect, captures a user’s movement data. This data is deciphered as either a gesture or joint movement. After the type of data is determined, it is packaged into a command and passed ontoMockup for display through the VisController Application Programming Interface (API). Figure 1 shows the diagram of project components along with information travel.
Program functionality revolves around four gestures mapped to Mockup commands and head tracking of the user. The four gestures are left swipe, right swipe, right push and left push. Since the program was an initial proof of concept integrating a number of components as discussed in the background section, only a limited number of gestures were included for testing capability. Diagrams of left hand gesture motions are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. The right hand motions are mirror images of those shown below.

Left swipe is mapped to rotate the on-screen model clockwise about the upwards y-axis and right swipe rotates the model counter-clockwise about the upwards y-axis. Right push activates and deactivates the immersive virtual wand-tracking mode. When wand-tracking mode

Figure 1: Program Component Diagram

Figure 2: Left Click Gesture
is engaged, the immersive virtual wand is mapped to the users right hand movements. When the immersive wand-tracking mode is active and the virtual wand comes into contact with part of the model, the piece will turn a solid color. This indicates that the part can be selected or modified. The color changing feedback feature will be useful for future work in part selection. Left push activates and deactivates the immersive menu, shown in Figure 4. Notice that when the immersive wand comes into contact with one of the menu icons, it turns a solid color indicating that it is available for selection. This feedback allows natural interaction with the Mockup interface elements and user via the immersive virtual wand.

In order to see the benefits associated with past research on NUIs, selected gestures were intended to be intuitive and easy for users to remember. The swipe motions were selected for rotating the model because they parallel the action of rotating a model in the physical world. Clicking motions were selected for triggering the menu and
wand due to the prevalence of clicking for selection, making it easy for users to remember.

Another important piece of the program is head tracking. Background research indicates that head tracking improves users overall immersion and understanding of the model on the screen [16 - 18]. Head tracking in the program adjusts the view of the model in a 2D plane as the user moves. For example, if the user moves their head down, the view on screen lowers so they can inspect the underside of an aircraft just as one would do in a physical environment. Furthermore, if the user moves right or left, the view adjusts accordingly, as shown in Figure 5.

In order for the onscreen model interactions to scale properly with movement, the user must perform a onetime set up of the Mockup immersive scene before launching the program. Set-up steps ensure the immersive viewing window is centered in a stereo comfort zone. Once the immersive viewing window is set-up, this and the model can be saved in a Mockup VF file and used repeatedly if the model file is unchanged.

Methodology – Program Components

**Teamcenter Visualization Mockup**

Teamcenter Visualization Mockup is the piece of the application that displays all the information to the user. It is an engineering product lifecycle management tool developed by Siemens. It uses its own proprietary JT format to store and display 3D models. Model data can
contain a large amount of information such as product structure, boundary representations and product manufacturing information. The program was selected for the project because of wide industry support for JT files and Siemens products.

A 64 bit version with the 9.1.2 patch was used for project development which included software hooks created by Siemens. These software hooks allow Mockup to receive commands sent to the program through the VisController API.

Mockup communicates with VisController using a TCP socket connection. The TCP connection currently allows one-way communication and ensures commands are received when sent. Future releases of the API will include two-way communication.

Currently the program written by the researchers requires Mockup to be in immersive mode to run the program. Setting up immersive mode requires preparation of the JT model for immersive viewing along with the use of system specific configuration files. The Siemens product specific configuration files required to run the program are VCD, SCD and the XML files. The SCD file sets up the “devices” used during the immersive secession. For this project, the “devices” were the head and wand. Once this file is setup, it seldom needs to be changed. The VCD file sets up the immersive viewing window size and stereo viewing properties. A file is required for each display setup to ensure the correct size and stereo is displayed in immersive mode. The XML file initializes the immersive display preferences. For the work presented in this paper, settings for hotkey functions, immersive wand type and initial motion sensitivity were set in this file.
Mockup VisController

VisController (VisController) is an API written by Siemens in collaboration with the researchers to pass “commands” into Mockup using the software hooks mentioned earlier. All accessible actions are specified in this portion.

The goal of VisController was to create an extensible API. The main functionality of this portion of the project was to establish a connection with Siemens’ software, pass commands and send error message feedback to the user. Messages sent to can consist of head position, wand position, mapped hot key commands, navigation mode, select and deselect.

VisController’s complexity and numerous steps to set up a connection prompted creation of a Command Structure (discussed in the next section) to provide an abstract extensible interface for developers; while also insulating code from changes made by Siemens to VisController throughout the development process. All required actions for setting up VisController are handled by VisMockup Communicator code. As a result, developers do not need to interact with VisController directly to manipulate Mockup.

Command Structure

The command structure is extensible code written in C++ that contains variables for all the information VisController can transmit. Command packages are used to pass information about user actions to various parts of the program where they are interpreted. The components of this structure are detailed in Figure 6.

The way commands are used within the program and the command structure set-up make it very extensible. Structure of the commands abstracts them from the functionality of the
program. Additional features added to VisController require only a handful of functions added in key places. This ensures the program can be reused and extended upon in future work.

**Motion Data**

The motion data portion of the code runs the Kinect, processes the raw data and handles gestures. Raw data and gestures from the Kinect are translated into commands available in Mockup.

This section uses a third party API called Omek Beckon [31] to identify gestures and return joint position information from the Kinect. When a user moves or a gesture is detected, the Motion Data section creates a command package using the Command Structure. This package is sent to VisMockup Communicator where the abstract command is then converted into the VisController specific format.

Figure 7 shows the three types of command packages created by the Motion Data portion of the program, along with the data each package contains. In the program, the button commands are mapped to gestures and head/wand movements are from user joint information.

For button commands, when a user performs a gesture it triggers package creation in the Motion Data section. This package contains the ButtonID (mapped to a specific hot key command within Mockup) and button down set to true/false (for actions like show/hide
immersive menu). In contrast to the wand and head packages, where position coordinates and rotation information is packaged into a command based on joint data from the Kinect.

This Motion Data portion of the code is very flexible and can be adapted to use devices other than the Kinect like the LEAP Motion [32] or TrackIR [33]. For example, during program testing, a Qt [34] graphical user interface (GUI) was used to send commands. In this case instead of using gestures, button presses and numerical scroll boxes were used to trigger events. As long as input data is mapped to a command available in Mockup the program will function with any input or gesture.

The gestures used for the program came from Omek Beckon pre-trained to users movements. Each gesture in the program was given a corresponding action in Mockup. Additional gestures can be added or removed depending on the user’s specifications. This requires only one additional step, mapping gestures to functions in the Motion Data portion of the code.

**VisMockup Communicator**

The purpose of VisMockup Communicator is to:

- Use VisController to perform setup actions
- Package and unpackage data commands
• Direct command data to VisController

This interface, written in C++, provides a way for developers to quickly begin manipulating an immersive scene while insulating their code from changes to VisController. Overall, the main job of VisMockup Communicator is to abstract interaction between VisController and the rest of the code. VisMockup Communicator ensures data in each command package is sent to the correct function within VisController, to forward on to Mockup.

VisMockup Communicator itself is flexible and easy to modify. Minimal coupling exists between VisMockup Communicator methods and those in VisController. If a change is made in VisController or new functionality is added, VisMockup Communicator requires changes in only a few key locations.

Making a connection requires Mockup to be running. If it is not running and VisMockup Communicator tries to make a connection, it will sit and wait, checking periodically to see if a connection can be made. Once a connection is established VisMockup Communicator sends an initialize message to VisController ensuring that it is ready to receive commands. As soon as VisController is ready to accept commands, they can be passed via VisMockup Communicator.

VisMockup Communicator interprets data via the command structure. It must unpack each command package and pass command data to the correct VisController functions. However, once VisController receives command data from VisMockup Communicator it can be sent directly to Mockup without further modifications.
**Kinect**

The first generation Kinect hardware tracks users’ basic movements and provides that data to Omek Beckon. The Kinect was not modified in any way for the project. It is the standard, commercial hardware that can be purchased by the public.

**Conclusion**

The resulting project provides a step towards an immersive, user-friendly, low cost platform for interdisciplinary design review. Users of the program receive the best of both VR and CAD. Program benefits include increased understanding, enhanced mental models of complex 3D spaces, and inclusion of CAD engineering/manufacturing data. In addition, user interaction is performed with an easy to use natural user interface (NUI) eliminating the drawbacks related to traditional CAD packages, lowering the barrier of entry for use in design reviews with interdisciplinary teams. This ensures all members of a team can explore and interact with possible designs, increasing the possibility of identifying potential design flaws.

While the platform described above uses Siemens’ Teamcenter Lifecycle Visualization Mockup capabilities to display models, the framework developed is extendable beyond the package. Adding support for another program would require minor tweaks to the VisMockup Communicator structure in order to pass the command data in the correct format. Moving forward, the hope is that more companies recognize the value VR principles can add to their design pipeline. Once companies realize this, they can then start pushing CAD software developers to create hooks into their programs like discussed in this work.
Future work

Future project work will focus on adding features to the program and conducting user studies to refine user interaction and measure benefits to understanding.

Additional features will focus on expanding the capabilities of the program. Any additional features will provide the user more control over the system and allow more manipulation of the environment on screen. Functions that would greatly enhance the user’s experience are: selecting parts, the ability to move parts individually, zoom and triggering animations. Selection will be especially challenging due to the limited resolution of the Kinect. Moving forward, selection and part manipulation will be aided by the addition of two-way communication from Mockup. The next version of VisController will be able to send the position and rotation information for each part, in addition to the part selected. This will open the door to more interaction between the user and individual parts, increasing the platforms ability to add value during a design review.

After expanding the number of features, next is a user study to help refine the gesture selection. User feed back will ensure gestures are intuitive and easy to use. After gesture refinement comes a study focusing on users interacting and interpreting designs using the tool. Such a study would focus on time required before users feel comfortable with the program and the extent the tool helps users unfamiliar with a design build a mental representation.
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Introduction

Designing and validating new products like aircraft and machinery rely heavily on engineering tools. Tools like computer aided design (CAD) and computer aided engineering (CAE) often drive the design process and are integral in product development [1]. While these tools are very effective at creating, modifying, and evaluating designs, they can be very cumbersome to use [2]. Low cost commodity interaction devices like the Kinect™ and Leap Motion™ could help improve CAD and CAE tools by introducing user centered interface design principles seen traditionally in virtual reality [3 – 8].

Combining low cost interaction devices with engineering tools has the possibility to simplify interfaces, improve user interaction, increase understanding of designs, and allow increased participation in the design process [9, 10]. However, incorporating low cost interaction devices into CAD and CAE does introduce fundamental changes to the user experience. Change of this magnitude requires improvements in small stages, with continuous evaluation along the way. Towards this end, creating a proof of concept prototype systems allows identifying, testing, and refining key interface elements for engineering software that go beyond the mouse and keyboard. Evaluation throughout the process in stages saves time and increases the likelihood of a system that is ready for full user testing.

The commodity interaction tools market is extremely fluid with new devices rapidly entering the market. As a result, potential devices need to be evaluated quickly. Timely evaluation is required to match pace with the new ideas continually introduced. Evaluation of devices will aid in generating requirements for creating a system that shifts to a new interaction paradigm for CAD and CAE, beyond the mouse and keyboard.
Along with traditional mouse and keyboard interfaces there is also the traditional mode of evaluation. Evaluation is commonly performed on fully functioning systems. Building and evaluating a fully functioning system, however, requires significant resources to program, test, recruit users, and analyze. By the time any testing or analysis is done changes can become expensive and time consuming. In addition, with commodity devices, any lengthy evaluation becomes obsolete. By the time results are prepared, a new model, often with many new features, is available. The goal of quick evaluation necessitates building and testing programs in a short amount of time. To accomplish this the authors advocate building proof of concept prototype systems with a few key features and evaluating them using existing usability methods. For concept evaluation the authors focused on cognitive modeling methods. Cognitive modeling provides the opportunity to quickly and cheaply evaluate concepts, ensuring the ability to evaluate a wider range of options than with traditional methods [11].

Overall, engineering CAD tools play a central role in designing and evaluating products. However, the ease of use of these tools is generally poor and limited to dated mouse and keyboard interaction. The work presented in this paper evaluates in terms of usability a proof of concept solution that integrates low cost interaction devices and CAD/CAE using cognitive modeling tools using a fast and agile method.

Background

Previous research relating to the work in this paper is distributed into six main areas: 1) research on team use of technology, 2) the benefits of VR, 3) natural user interfaces (NUIs), 4) gestures for 3D manipulation, 5) low cost interaction devices and 6) Goals, Operators, Methods,
and Selection cognitive modeling. Work in each of these areas influenced the building and evaluation of the immersive low cost user-friendly prototype presented in this paper.

**Teams and Technology**

Design teams today are increasingly made up of interdisciplinary backgrounds. Swink et al. points out that in today’s world concurrent design is needed to meet customer demands and to keep a company profitable [12]. As a result, companies are favoring concurrent design, leading to interdisciplinary teams. These teams need effective tools to communicate and understand each aspect of the design process [13, 14], helping them review designs and assemble strategies to pinpoint potential roadblocks.

The necessity for tools of this nature has not escaped researchers. There exist numerous examples of research looking for ways to help teams collaborate and communicate [15 – 17]. Previous research points to the importance of making tools intuitive and accessible. This involves moving beyond mouse and keyboard interaction. Identifying and investigating elements of a program that help users escape the limited traditional interaction approach will lower the barrier of entry associated with CAD and CAE tools. As more research is performed the resultant outcomes will allow recommendations to be made regarding the meshing of low cost tools and engineering design programs.

**Benefits of Virtual Reality**

What makes VR attractive to academia and industry is the features and experiences provided that are difficult or impossible to replicate in the physical world. Examples include, exploring how a new aircraft design will fit on an existing carrier before building a physical
prototype or practicing a dangerous assembly process before ever stepping in a work cell. These types of interactions can be invaluable to a team of product designers. It allows them to experiment with their design in ways that are time consuming, cost prohibitive or impossible to enact in real life. These abilities, mixed with CAD and CAE, provide enormous potential. Berta [18] takes an in-depth look at the potential benefits to industry if VR and CAD / CAE integration becomes reality. These include: 1) using VR principles to create simpler interfaces, 2) receiving CAD accuracy along with part information, and 3) the immersion and sense of “presence” associated with VR. Immersion is defined as the perception that one is completely enveloped by or pulled into the virtual environment and presence is the feeling of physically being in the virtual environment [19, 20]. However, implementing CAD / CAE and VR integration proves difficult. Challenges listed by Berta mainly stem from the transfer between CAD and VR packages.

In addition to the challenges with conversion, there is also the challenge of VR adoption. While VR can be very beneficial to many divisions within a company [21], these systems are traditionally large and costly installations. This is a considerable barrier for VR adoption. Even a large company can only afford a limited number of these systems, not enough for the numerous interdisciplinary teams that could benefit. One of the main goals of these large expensive systems is immersion. Bowman and McMahan find that large scale VR provides nearly full immersion, but in some cases full immersion is not always necessary to reap the benefits of VR [22]. In other work McMahan et al. found interaction devices have more influence on participant completion time and errors than immersion level [23]. In their discussion they interpret these results as meaning that one can receive the same benefits of
large VR systems using less costly displays combined with head tracking and 6 DOF input devices.

While a full VR system is not necessary to provide the user with a sense of immersion, certain components of VR do need to be present. Barfield finds that head tracking plays an important role in the presence of users in a system [24].

Gruchalla provides another look at how VR can help with immersion [25]. In the study, participants planned a new well path in a mature oil field using either a stereoscopic desktop display or a head tracked stereoscopic cave automatic virtual environment (CAVE™) display.

Background research on VR suggests lower cost systems can provide users with some of the same immersive benefits seen in large-scale systems. As long as users can manipulate and interact with models, they can build a more sound mental model of complex 3D parts. The guidelines of immersion and low cost VR play a central role in the method development of the proof of concept program presented in this paper.

**Natural User Interfaces**

As pointed out by McMahan et al. the interaction mode can be just as important as the display hardware. Some of the biggest detractors to CAD / CAE program usability stems from interface deficiencies. As natural user interfaces (NUIs) have become commonplace, much research has been done to examine their potential [26 – 32].

Tumkor et al. recognized the ability of low cost interaction devices to improve interaction and collaboration in design [33]. From a user study they found that performing some tasks though the SolidWorks™ interface were faster using gestures, but for the majority of tasks a mouse was still the most efficient. The researchers concluded that hand-gesture
recognition systems hold promise for interacting with CAD systems, however changes are necessary to free the user from the traditional menu navigation in order to reap the benefits of gestures.

Song et al. developed a system for interacting with CAD models using gaze and finger control [34]. The system aimed to tackle one of the drawbacks to gesture systems, user fatigue. When building and testing their system they identified three primary CAD tasks translation, rotation, and zooming. Results from the interviews suggested that users found the gestures much more intuitive for carrying out the tasks compared to the mouse and keyboard. However, in terms of comfort users on average reported that they found the mouse and keyboard interaction to be more comfortable.

This research illustrates how CAD and CAE programs would benefit from NUIs incorporating low cost, commodity interaction technologies. Towards this goal of accessibility NUIs are promising, which is why they are the basis for the proof of concept interface presented in this paper.

**Natural User Interfaces for 3D Manipulation**

With the introduction of devices like the Kinect™ and the increase in computing power, the hardware for gesture recognition has become commoditized. The potential of this technology has not gone unnoticed by the research community [35 – 37]. Unfortunately though, researchers who create these systems tend to focus on high recognition rates and do not consider gesture usability [38]. For the work presented, the authors drew on previous publications in 3D gesture interaction to guide the development of a gesture based user
interface (UI). Based on the literature review, gestures were assigned to actions accordingly, taking into account the needs of the user in terms of understanding and usability.

Lee et al. looked at developing gestures to control content displayed on a television screen [39]. They used Wizard-of-Oz studies to develop gesture sets and allow user evaluation of gestures. Wizard-of-Oz studies prompt participants to perform a certain action, in this case a gesture, to complete an assigned task. Wizard-of-Oz studies for the work by Lee et al. allowed them to focus on the user interaction component and not be limited by the technology available. Though their studies they found that eliciting user input in this manner provided helpful insight for the creation of more intuitive gestures.

Fikkert et al. researched gestures for use with large displays [40]. Their study found that users consider tapping or clicking to trigger a feature intuitive. Results also indicated that to keep interfaces simple, duplicate gestures for activating and deactivating a feature is recommended.

The literature review above on interaction modes for this paper focused on free hand 3D object manipulation work. This ensured that gestures used in the researcher’s program were applicable to the action assigned to the gesture and intuitive. Work surveyed reinforced assigning gestures to specific functions in the prototype program presented. Elements incorporated in this work from previous research aims to ensure the gestures match what users expect interaction wise from a program for specific functions.
Low Cost Interaction Devices

Low cost devices reviewed were the Kinect™, Wimote™, and the Leap Motion™. The Wiimote™ released with the Nintendo Wii™ gaming system in 2006 [41] is considered a pioneer in the motion gaming market. While pioneering when first released the technology is now somewhat dated and limited.

The Microsoft Kinect™ was released in 2010 as a controller less gaming device and heralded as the future of interaction [42]. The low cost and ease of development with the device, $150, made it ideal for research. While the device is proficient at collecting large sweeping motions, its limited resolution prevents capturing finer hand motions.

The third device considered for the research presented in this paper was the Leap Motion™ [43]. The device was first released to the public in 2013 and retails for $79.99. While the device provides precision tracking this increased accuracy comes with tradeoff in tracking area.

The Microsoft Kinect™ was selected as the low cost immersion device for the proof of concept system after surveying the available devices. The researchers determined that the Kinect provided the greatest flexibility when trying to design and test a system that branches out from the traditional mouse and keyboard desktop interaction.

Cognitive Modeling Using the GOMS Family

There are a number of cognitive modeling methods developed by academics and industry alike. One such family of modeling methods adopted by those who work in the engineering field is Goals, Operators, Methods, and Selections (GOMS). The GOMS family of methods is well suited to the type of sequential and hierarchal interfaces found in engineering
applications, like CAD / CAE. The GOMS family of models consists of a number of variants. Each variant is geared towards a specific use case.

The GOMS method is popular in engineering circles for evaluating user interfaces. This family of models is fairly extensible. Existing literature uses the model for validating and testing interfaces from text to gestures. Research by Eisert et al. [44] used the GOMS-KLM method to predict task completion time for different gesture interfaces in an automobile. Based on the results of the modeling process a hypothesis was developed about where users would prefer the gesture interface. The researchers found that the user study results matched the hypothesis generated by the cognitive model validating the use of GOMS before user testing. This approach allowed designers to test interfaces with minimum time and user resources. They also helped identify deficiencies before users became involved. The work by Gray et al. compared interfaces for telephone company toll and assistance operators [45] as they were investigating claims by operators about a slow and frustrating new interface. After conducting a GOMS analysis they found that the proposed new interface was actually much slower than the original, potentially costing millions in lost productivity.

While GOMS analysis is a powerful tool, selecting the proper variation is imperative to receive meaningful results. John and Kieras compiled a guide to selecting a GOMS type model based on a modeler’s specific needs [46]. This guide aided the work presented in this paper by highlighting the strengths of each model and selection aspects to consider. Traditional GOMS is limited because it only models expert users who are already familiar with the interface, whereas NGOMSL takes into account learning time for novice users. Kieras and the Handbook
of Human Computer Interaction detail the steps required when performing a NGOMSL analysis [47, 58].

Parsons et al. uses a variation of NGOMSL to predict task completion time for a gesture user interface between an assistive robot and those with severe spinal cord injuries [49]. From their results, the authors concluded that task analysis models like NGOMSL were accurate predictors of user interface performance when applied in the correct context. Lee and Koubek [50] extended the NGOMSL model to use between multiple users. This work showed the extensibility of the NGOMSL language and its usability beyond standard GUI interfaces.

Mohan et al. uses NGOMSL to model a user interface for soccer playing robots [51]. The researchers took advantage of the learning rate factor in NGOMSL to estimate task completion time for repairing robots.

Based on the guide, for this work the Natural Goals, Operators, Methods, and Selections Language (NGOMSL) method was selected. This model builds upon traditional GOMS by allowing a modeler to take learning into account. This learning factor was attractive for the work presented in this paper because the user interface is novel and will require user learning. Overall, the NGOMSL model allows the authors to evaluate and identify prototype features that are promising interface options without having the costly overhead associated with a full user study.

Methodology – Program Overview

Work presented in this paper takes steps towards evaluating, in terms of usability, a prototype that combines low cost interaction devices and CAD/CAE software. Presented below an overview of the prototype system and its components. The project uses Siemens’
Teamcenter Visualization Mockup™ to display the models and Omek Beckon™ to capture the gestures.

Omeck Beckon is an API built off the OpenNI [52] project for capturing information from depth cameras. The application programming interface (API) provides the ability to capture user joint position information along with a standard set of gestures it recognizes. This program was selected based on its support for a number of depth camera devices and its integration with the Kinect™. Also the existence of a limited gesture library with the possibility of expansion attracted the authors.

Teamcenter Visualization Mockup™ [53] is a product lifecycle management tool from Siemens. The program allows users to collaborate during the design process and review conceptual designs. Mockup provides designers the ability to review designs using immersive viewing with navigation, model manipulation, and pointing and annotation tools. The program was selected for the research presented in this paper because of wide industry support and the vast number of features incorporated from both CAD and CAE. The variety of features provided a rich test bed of options for the researchers to explore. A screen shot of the standard Mockup interface is shown below in Figure 8. The screen shot below is an example of what the standard Mockup interface looks like. The standard interface is filled with a wide variety of menu options and is very customizable. The immersive side of the application is more streamlined and contains fewer features. These features are accessed via the immersive menu show in Figure 12.
The system developed for testing is composed of three major components: the code developed by Siemens in collaboration with the researchers, code developed by the researchers at Iowa State University and the commercial hardware used to capture the user’s movements. The chain of events leading to a user seeing a change in Mockup starts when the motion hardware, in this case a Kinect™, captures a user’s movement. This data is deciphered as either a gesture or joint movement. After the type of data is determined, it is packaged into a command and passed onto Mockup for display through the VisController Application Programming Interface (API). Figure 9 shows the diagram of project components along with information travel.
Program functionality revolves around four gestures mapped to Mockup commands and head tracking of the user. The four gestures are left swipe, right swipe, right push, and left push. Since the program was an initial proof of concept, integrating a number of components as discussed in the background section, only a limited number of gestures were included for testing. Diagrams of left hand gesture motions are shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11. The right hand motions are mirror images of those shown below.

If these new types of interaction modes are going to be a viable alternative to standard interfaces then work needs to focus on usability. The overarching goal when selecting the gestures for the project was to design around user’s needs. The gestures available were from Omek Beckon’s
pre-trained gesture library. The researchers decided to stick with the already available gestures and focus on assigning them to intuitive commands.

The first step in the NUI interface process for the prototype system was the selection of the features in Mockup to map to gestures. For the prototype the researchers selected functions that were representative of working in a CAD/CAE environment like in previous research [23]. The functions selected from Teamcenter Visualization Mockup™ were rotate model clockwise (CW), rotate model counter clockwise (CCW), activate/deactivate the immersive menu, and activate/deactivate wand-tracking mode.

The Mockup functions rotate model CW and CCW were assigned the swipe left and swipe right gestures, respectively. These were chosen since previous research suggested that swiping is intuitive and easy for a user to understand [29, 39, 54].

Right swipe and left swipe actions were assigned as mirror images of one another to simplify the interface. Left swipe is mapped to rotate the on screen model clockwise and right swipe rotates the model counter clockwise. Previous research has users perform rotation as one gesture, rotating the model with respect to the rage of motion of the user [27]. However, their study results suggested this creates confusion. In addition, this requires the entrance and exit from a rotation mode, which for ease of use the authors wanted to avoid. Previous work indicated that a continuous rotation mode that is activated/deactivated by a singular gesture
can confuse users [27]. To avoid this problem seen in previous research for the prototype developed, gestures for rotation were broken into two distinct motions.

The third function activate/deactivate wand-tracking mode was assigned to the gestures right click. Right click activates and deactivates the immersive virtual wand-tracking mode. Previous research indicated that using duplicate gestures for activation and deactivation helped users more easily recall commands [39]. When wand-tracking mode is engaged, the immersive virtual wand is mapped to the user’s right hand movements. When the immersive wand-tracking mode is active and the virtual wand comes into contact with part of the model, the piece will turn a solid color. This indicates that the part can be selected or modified. Research shows that clicking for activating/deactivating is a very intuitive function [40, 55]. The wand tracking mode gesture was assigned to the right hand because a selection task, like those done using the wand, requires a certain degree of accuracy. Considering on average most of the population is right hand dominant, the majority of users would feel most comfortable using their dominant hand for finer selection tasks. Also activating/deactivating the wand-tracking mode was assigned the same gesture because: 1) it simplified the interface and 2) was intuitive to most users [40].

Figure 12: Immersive Wand Interacting With Immersive Menu
The fourth function show/hide immersive menu was assigned the left click gesture. Left push activates and deactivates the immersive menu, shown in Figure 12. When the Mockup immersive wand comes into contact with one of the menu icons, it turns a solid color indicating that it is available for selection. This feedback allows natural interaction with the Mockup interface elements and user via the immersive virtual wand. Again this was justified by the research that shows users find clicking for activation/deactivation to be intuitive [40, 55]. The immersive menu functionality was assigned to the left hand since it does not require a high degree of accuracy.

Further, the researchers took care to make sure that all gestures were short quick motions to reduce the chance of user fatigue, an issue noted in previous work [23]. Gestures required to run the program are short one to five-second bursts. These short gestures avoid the static poses that can tire users [39, 55].

**Head Tracking**

Another important piece of the prototype system developed was head tracking. Background research indicated that head tracking improved overall immersion and understanding of the model on the screen for a user [18 – 20]. Head tracking in the prototype system adjusts the view of the model in a 2D plane as the user moves. For example, if the user moves their head down, the view on screen raises so they can inspect the underside of an aircraft just as one would do in a physical environment as shown in Figure 13.
Head tracking was implemented utilizing the change in users head position based on the skeleton information provided by the Omek Beckon Kinect™ API. To accomplish this the image size from the Kinect™ was recorded. Then the coordinate system between the Kinect™ image and the VisController API was rectified for the y-scale using an experimentally determined constant. For the x-scale adjustment the value passed to Mockup was calculated as simply the ratio of the users head position to the width of the Kinect™ image. The y-scale image required transforming the coordinate system of the Kinect™ image and user joint position into the same right handed Mockup coordinate system. After this transformation the ratio of the users y head position to the image size is multiplied by an experimentally determined constant.

In order for the onscreen model interactions to scale properly with movement, the user must perform a onetime set up of the Mockup immersive scene before launching the program. Set-up steps ensure the immersive viewing window is centered in a stereo comfort zone. Once the immersive viewing window is set-up, this and the model can be saved in a Mockup VF file and used repeatedly if the model file is unchanged.

Figure 13: Head Tracking View Adjustment
Methodology – Interface Evaluation

For the analysis the researchers decided to model three interfaces in Mockup: immersive, standard interface, and the gesture user interface developed. These three were selected to provide an overall sample of the interfaces that users encounter during a design review or typical CAD / CAE work. The program developed above is a proof of concept system that is not ready for full user testing. The researchers wanted to use NGOMSL analysis to test the premise that the gesture user interface is easier to learn and use for typical CAD/CAE engineering activities. Using a cognitive model like NGOMSL provides insight into whether the gesture interface moves in the correct direction when compared to the current Mockup user interface. A cognitive model like NGOMSL allows for testing of the interface without the time and expense of a full user study. In addition, the flexibility of NGOMSL lets the interface be evaluated at any time during the design process. This flexibility is advantageous for proof of concept prototype systems like the one presented, it ensures a wide range of options can be explored and evaluated for potential.

The first step required for conducting the NGOMSL model is a task analysis. This analysis serves to break down the steps a user must conduct to successfully complete an objective or method. The methodology and notation for the task analysis followed the guidelines in the Handbook of Human-Computer Interaction [48]. Through conducting a task analysis the researchers were able to break down into actionable steps the requirements to complete actions like rotate a model and activate menus. Splitting up the actions into the most basic actionable steps allowed the researchers to examine and assign primitive operators, a key component for the NGOMSL analysis. The primitive operators represent the most basic actions,
like clicking a mouse button or pointing to an onscreen target, required to complete an NGOMSL task or goal. A standard primitive operator is necessary to estimate each step’s duration and compute the overall execution/learning time. Analysis for the work used primitive operators such as pointing (P), key press (BB), time required to place hands on mouse or keyboard (H) and mental preparation time (M) based on the GOMS family KLM method developed by [56]. Under the KLM method each statement is assigned a time required for completion.

After determining and assigning a primitive operator, the steps for each method were evaluated to determine if they were a statement that the user would need to “learn’. NGOMSL classifies a learned statement as one that is specific to the program that the user would not have seen before. The combination of learned statements and the type of training, strenuous or not, provides an estimate of the pure method learning time. The pure method learning time estimates the time that a user needs to learn and become familiar with the task steps. For the learning time the decision was made to only model pure method learning time. Long-term memory was not included in the estimation because the researchers only desired to model users who are new to the program. This is an assumption made because not all users would be familiar with a CAD/CAE software environment.

The execution time is the next NGOMSL component. This provides an estimate of the time to complete the sequential tasks listed in the task analysis breakdown for each feature in the prototype system and Mockup. Figure 14 shows the task analysis breakdown for activating the Mockup immersive menu in each of the three interface types (Mockup immersive, Mockup GUI, prototype system). The same task analysis breakdown and assignment of primitive
operators was conducted for each NUI feature in the proof of concept prototype system. In the task analysis below, the letter after each step indicates the standard primitive operator assigned based on the guidelines outlined in the KLM method. Values are assigned to the primitive operators, except for the user defined gesture operator G, using the recommended KLM execution times [56]. The user defined gesture operator G represents the time required to complete the gesture for the step. This time varies with the gesture performed. For the work presented the time is based on values in Omek Beckon documentation [57].

Method for Goal: Activate Immersive Menu (Mockup GUI – via Concept)
Step 1. Locate “Concept” menu (M)
Step 2. Move cursor to “Concept” menu (P)
Step 3. Click “Concept” menu (BB)
Step 4. Locate “Immersive Display” submenu (M)
Step 5. Move cursor to “Immersive Display” submenu (P)
Step 6. Locate “Immersive Menu” option (M)
Step 7. Click “Immersive Menu” (BB)
Step 8. Return with goal accomplished

Method for Goal: Activate Immersive Menu (Immersive Mockup Menu – via Concept)
Step 1. Locate “Concept” menu (M)
Step 2. Move cursor to “Concept” menu (P)
Step 3. Click “Concept” menu (BB)
Step 4. Locate “Immersive Display” submenu (M)
Step 5. Move cursor to “Immersive Display” submenu (P)
Step 6. Locate “Immersive Menu” (M)
Step 7. Click “Immersive Menu” (BB)
Step 8. Return with goal accomplished

Method for Goal: Activate Immersive Menu (Gesture UI)
Step 1. Prepare to execute “left click” gesture (M)
Step 2. Move to start position (H)
Step 3. Execute “left click” gesture (G)
Step 4. Return with goal accomplished

Figure 14: NGOMSL Task Analysis

Notice that for the immersive Mockup and Mockup GUI the steps are identical. This is the case for many of the methods these two share. This can be attributed to the fact that many of the ways to activate certain features are available in both immersive and standard desktop GUI mode. For completeness, all steps were modeled for the task analysis in each interface.
After conducting the task analysis and applying the NGOMSL time estimating methodology, the time to complete each goal for each interface method was compared. The gesture functionality was compared against different methods for accomplishing the same goals using Mockup methods.

For the analysis, keyboard shortcuts were ignored because by default Mockup does not have assigned shortcuts. These shortcuts are user defined, thus they are not consistent between computer workstations. This assumption translates into no learning between methods. In addition, each goal analysis method predicts the task completion time for a user that is unfamiliar with the Mockup interface.

Results – Interface Evaluation

The section contains the resulting time estimations from the NGOMSL model for each method evaluated. Table 1 above holds the projected times for activating the Mockup immersive menu via different interfaces and menu options. For Mockup there are multiple timing rows due to the variety of options available to accomplish a certain task. The time estimations were modeled using the NGOMSL notation and formulas found in the Hand-Book of Computer Interaction [48].

Table 1: Activate Immersive Menu Timings by Method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mockup Immersive [Via Immersive Toolbar]</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>53.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mockup GUI [Via Immersive Toolbar]</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>53.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gesture UI [Via Left Click Gesture]</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>90.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mockup GUI [Via Navigation Menu]</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>7.15</td>
<td>92.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mockup Immersive [Via Navigation Menu]</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>7.25</td>
<td>109.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Results from activate immersive menu timings indicate the Gesture UI is located in the middle of the set time wise. It is markedly faster to learn and execute the left click gesture than using the standard Mockup interface file menu system shown above in Figure 8. The gesture interface is an improvement over the Mockup menu system time wise. Notice though if using the standard Mockup interface with the immersive tool bar visible less time is required to activate the immersive menu than the gesture interface. However, the immersive tool bar is not turned on by default and may be unavailable for the user to interact with. The times for deactivating the immersive menu for all three interface options Mockup immersive, Mockup standard, and gesture were identical. This is a result of the gestures and the Mockup interface having identical steps to toggle off the immersive 3D menu.

The timings indicate that the gesture interface for activating the immersive menu is not as fast as some of the standard interface options. Using the toolbar buttons in Mockup outperformed the gesture UI in both learning and execution time. The menu bar is easy to locate when activated supporting this result. However, while Mockup gives the user the ability to configure menu options and show/hide toolbars all CAD/CAE packages do not. From the table above one can see for actions where customization using toolbars is not possible the gesture interface shows potential for both being faster to learn and execute.
Table 2: Rotate Model CW Timings By Method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gesture UI [Via Left Swipe Gesture]</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>89.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mockup GUI [Via 3D Navigation Toolbar]</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>89.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mockup Immersive [Via 3D Navigation Toolbar]</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>89.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mockup GUI [Via Navigation Menu]</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>92.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mockup Immersive [Via Navigation Menu]</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>109.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mockup GUI [Via Immersive Menu]</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>9.35</td>
<td>179.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mockup Immersive [Via Immersive Menu]</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>9.35</td>
<td>179.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 contains the modeled results, by method, representing the time required to learn and execute rotating the model counter clockwise. Results indicate that for a more complicated task such as rotating a model, the gesture UI takes considerably less time to learn and execute than other methods. This can be attributed to the limited number of steps in the gesture UI when compared with the navigation menu. Lengthy times in Table 2 for activating rotation mode using the immersive menu are a result of the additional time required to activate the immersive menu. Activating the immersive menu is a necessary sub method in the overall rotation goal. Time required to navigate the immersive menu is compounded with the time required to turn on the immersive menu. For the analysis, the immersive menu activation time used was the fastest immersive menu tool bar case found in Table 1.

The reduction in learning time demonstrated by the gesture interface shows its potential to improve CAD/CAE interaction. The large reduction in time for a more complicated action like rotating the model is inline with previous research since the gesture interface introduces a new interaction paradigm. Freeing the user from traditional CAD/CAE interfaces and seeing a reduction in completion time when using novel interaction modes like gestures for
complicated actions was predicted in previous work by Tumkor et al. [21]. This shows the potential of gesture based UIs when freed from the constraints of CAD/CAE type menu interaction. When interface designers really are truly free to take a look at interaction from the ground up and are not constrained by previous ideas or conventions improvement is possible. The results from the NGOMSL model for counter clockwise rotating methods mirror those seen in the clockwise model. This can be attributed to the mirrored nature of the gestures, keeping the interface simple and intuitive for users.

Table 3: Activate Wand Tracking Projected NGOMSL Task Times by Method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mockup Immersive</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>53.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gesture UI</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>90.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mockup GUI</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 contains the model results for activating wand tracking. The Mockup GUI could not be compared because the standard user interface does not support the immersive wand. For this type of action the gesture interface learning and execution time is almost double the standard immersive interface. Based on the immersive Mockup set up this is expected. Immersive Mockup can be hooked up to a tracking system to control the wand and is always on. The user does not have to use any movements or button presses to activate wand mode. To activate wand mode they simply have to move the wand to the point of interest. This always on state gives the immersive wand an edge over the gesture-controlled wand in a time based comparison model. However, the intuitiveness of the hand gesture method coupled with the overall benefits of the gesture interface maybe enough to outweigh the time. Again the
deactivate wand results, because of the mirrored nature of the programs, are the same as in the previous table.

Table 4: Task Completion Time Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Mockup Immersive</th>
<th>Mockup GUI</th>
<th>Gesture UI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rotate model CCW</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>9.35</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activate immersive menu</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>7.25</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activate wand tracking</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 contains an example goal execution pattern that one might expect a user to perform. This is shown to further evaluate the feasibility of the gesture UI. The goals in the table above correspond to a use case where a presenter wants to bring into focus on screen an area of interest by rotating the model. The immersive menu is then activated to gain access to evaluation functionality. Finally the wand-tracking mode is activated to interact with the immersive menu or the model.

Timings from the table show the gesture interface being markedly faster than the immersive, in both leaning and execution time. Where learning time is the one time cost for becoming familiar with the system and execution time is the time required to compete a task for an expert user. Also the gesture interface matches or improves upon the Mockup GUI interface even thought the GUI contains one less step. The time savings demonstrated in the table is for only one instance of the action and may seem negligible on a micro scale. However,
with designers and users performing the same actions numerous times throughout the day.

Time savings add up quickly, resulting in minutes to hours saved each day for common engineering visualization tasks. This savings can translate to increased worker productivity and more efficient enjoyable interaction with CAD/CAE programs.

Overall the results from the NGOMSL analysis point to potential of a gesture interface built off low cost immersion devices to create a new interaction mode to help users interact with CAD/CAE in a more intuitive and effective manner. While there is potential the results also indicate that in every situation gestures are not the most efficient solution. When a traditional GUI interface contains easily accessible and configurable menu bars, a gesture interface may not reduce completion time for simple tasks. However, that assumes that users will take the time to activate and customize these toolbars. Many users work with software’s default settings. But for more complicated tasks or where customizable menus are not an option, gestures show promise. In addition to potential time savings, gestures tend to be more intuitive interaction wise for users [1, 5, 10, 29, 58].

Based on the results of the analysis it is evident that in some cases gesture interfaces show potential to help break free from the traditional mouse and keyboard interaction seen in CAD/CAE programs. The time savings shown when using gesture interfaces for complex tasks demonstrates their potential as a new interaction medium for CAD/CAE programs. The NGOMSL analysis conducted validates the proof of concept system on a conceptual level. The development and analysis of the system was conducted over a period of weeks instead of the months or longer required to develop a functioning system suitable for a user study. This fast flexible development and evaluation along with the promising results shows the value of this.
type of agile analysis for emerging interaction paradigms. In addition, while the results for this prototype were positive there are many other devices that could be evaluated in the same manner.

Conclusions

The resulting project provides a step towards an immersive, user-friendly, low cost platform for expanding the interaction options with CAD/CAE programs though the integration of VR principles and low cost technology. The work in this paper provides evidence that a natural user interface can stand up to CAD/CAE based interfaces. When gesture interfaces are compared with menu-based programs like Teamcenter Visualization Mockup™, the advantage to having a simplified interface for common features is evident. A natural intuitive interface can help users navigate a program in a quick, efficient and intuitive way.

The work demonstrates the value of flexible NGOMSL analysis when evaluating proof of concept systems for feasibility. The analysis demonstrated that a NUI using the Kinect™ is a feasible interaction mode for CAD/CAE programs. In addition to the strengths of the NUI, the analysis pointed out limitations such as the NUIs inability to compete time wise with easily accessible customizable menu options. This type of development and analysis cycle has the potential to guide concept selection and reduce the potential of squandering resources on a fundamentally flawed prototypes.
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CHAPTER 5: GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The resulting project provides a step towards an immersive, user-friendly, low cost platform for expanding the interaction options with CAD/CAE programs though the integration of VR principles and low cost technology. The work in this paper provides evidence that a natural user interface can stand up to CAD/CAE based interfaces. When gesture interfaces are compared with menu-based programs like Teamcenter Visualization Mockup, the advantage to having a simplified interface for common features is evident. A natural intuitive interface can help users navigate a program in a quick, efficient and intuitive way.

The work also demonstrated the value of flexible NGOMSL analysis when evaluating proof of concept systems for feasibility. The analysis demonstrated that a NUI using the Kinect™ is a feasible interaction mode for CAD/CAE programs. In addition to the strengths of the NUI, the analysis pointed out limitations such as the NUIs inability to compete time wise with easily accessible customizable menu options. This type of development and analysis cycle has the potential to guide concept selection and reduce the potential of squandering resources on fundamentally flawed prototypes.
CHAPTER 6: FUTURE WORK

Future project work will focus on adding features to the program and conducting user studies to refine user interaction and measure benefits to understanding. Additional features will focus on expanding the capabilities of the program. Any additional features will provide the user more control over the system and allow more manipulation of the environment on screen. When adding additional features care will be taken to address the potential for user fatigue. While not addressed in the work presented, prevention of fatigue will be an important consideration when developing a fully functioning program. Functions that would greatly enhance the user’s experience are: selecting parts, the ability to move parts individually, zoom and triggering animations. Selection will be especially challenging due to the limited resolution of the Kinect™. Moving forward, selection and part manipulation will be aided by the addition of two-way communication from Mockup. The next version of VisController will be able to send the position and rotation information for each part, in addition to the part selected. This will open the door to more interaction between the user and individual parts, increasing the platforms ability to add value during a design review.

After expanding the number of features, next is a user study to help refine the gesture selection. User feed back will ensure gestures are intuitive and easy to use. After gesture refinement comes a study focusing on users interacting and interpreting designs using the tool. Such a study would focus on time required before users feel comfortable with the program and the extent the tool helps users unfamiliar with a design build a mental representation.